Frost Camp Agenda For Troop 1, Troop 823 and Webelos Guests
(Rows in blue indicate joint zoom activity for UK and US Scouts)
Friday, 08-Jan-2021
3:00 PM US

Person Bingo via Zoom

(8:00 PM UK)

Sunrise/Sunset pictures will
be skipped by US participants

US to join after school, once home. Game to facilitate “getting to know each other” where you
make a non-obvious statement about yourself. Others will attempt to match you.
Eg “I have 3 siblings” you get a point for each person that agrees with the statement. Not
allowed things like “I have brown eyes”.
Saturday, 09-Jan-2021

9:00 AM to
11:00 AM US
(2:00 PM to
4:00 PM UK)
11:00 AM to
1:00 PM US

Map Navigation via Zoom and
live feed (Rowan):
1) Get Rowan Home!
2) Tour of Northborough
and Region

Map reading and route planning skills.

US Scouts - Take
photographs for Photographic
Challenge

You have 4 hours total between Saturday and Sunday morning to go and take 12 photographs
– some landscape, some portrait, some still life, maybe even an action shot!

Will activities be held sequentially? Or, would they be run simultaneously, with US troops
running virtual navigation while Rowan is travelling?
Otherwise, would each group get an hour? Or, should the time be extended? Can scouts take
more than 2 hours of zoom?

Finding time due to limited daytime hours available (4:20 PM sunset). Remember a good lunch!
1:00 PM to
3:00 PM US

Pioneering Skills - Lashing via Assumes that no more than an hour will be dedicated to lashing instructions. Materials for
Zoom (Mr. Brenckle 30+ mins) Tripod to be provided by each Troop to participants (including to Webelos)

(6:00 to
8:00 PM UK)

Campfire Songs and Skits via
Zoom (1+ hours)

Troop 1 and Troop 823 to perform individual skits.

3:30 PM US
start

Yard Campout (US)

Tentative Plan: Campout at Mr. Conte’s for Troop 1??? Campout at Chestnut Hill for Troop
823???

5:00 PM US

Pioneering Extra Instruction
for Webelos (US only Zoom)

Landen and TBD to set up and conduct a session to help Webelos with Lashing activity.

Sunday, 10-Jan-2021
6:00 AM 8:00 AM US

US Scouts - Take
photographs for Photographic
Challenge

Last opportunity to take pictures! Remember to have breakfast.

9:00 AM US
(2:00 PM UK)

Share Photos via Zoom

Discuss what makes it a good photo, editing options – colour “popping”, B&W etc.

Last submission at 8AM in google drive. Format for file name will be
SCOUT_NAME-AGE-PHOTO-TBD.jpg

A Google drive folder will be available for collection of all 12 photos and initial screening.
10:00 AM US
(3:00 PM UK)

Show Pioneering Skills Tripod
via Zoom

Show gadgets – will it serve its purpose? (eg hold a bucket of water)
(Share sunrise/sunset photos if not done Friday night)
Grid game if there is time

